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Abstract 

The conventional planning method of chemical reactors is heavily dependent 

upon domain professional. it's a difficult task to get the optimum values of 

dominant and geometrical parameters for a reactor. Within the style aspects of 

chemical reactors not solely varied aspects of chemical engineering got to 

meet however conjointly dynamic behavior illustration through an economical 

mathematical modeling will assure the success of objectives. To explain the 

dynamic behavior, a non linear mathematical model has been thought-about 

during this work. A hybrid mutation strategy in evolutionary programming 

that is predicated on mathematician and Cauchy distributions are applied so as 

to search out  the optimum values of reactor geometric moreover as process 

parameters within the synthesis of a batch reactor. 

Keywords: Batch chemical reactors, optimization, Evolutionary 

programming, Gaussian distribution, Cauchy distribution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The optimisation of dynamic method has received growing attention in recent years as 

a result of it's essential for the method business to try for a lot of economical and agile 

producing within the face of saturated market and international competition .The 

square measurea of reactor network synthesis presently enjoys a proliferation of 

contributions during which researchers from varied views are creating efforts to 

develop systematic optimisation tools to enhance the performance of chemical 

reactors. The contributions replicate on the increasing analysis, unremarkably utilized 

within the development of chemical innovation, quality, and potency that characterize 

several industrial styles. From associate degree economic viewpoint, final-product of 

the specified quality demands a precise respectable maximal productivity of a setup. 

The reactor productivity depends on reaction rate, that typically will increase 

exponentially with rising temperature. 

In this paper, evolutionary programming has been applied for a chemical batch reactor 

to improve its parameters. Consequently, it can be used to design geometry technique 

equipments for chemical reactions. The method was used to optimize the design of the 

growth chamber and was found to be in good agreement with the observed growth 

rate results. In the evolutionary programming, mutation plays the primary role in the 

creation of off springs. The quality of mutation mechanism will decide genetic 

inheritance as well as diversity occurring in the generated offspring. It is obvious that 

providing the balance between genetic inheritance and defined diversity will decide 

the quality of exploration.  

  

2. PREVIOUS WORK 

There area unit variety of researchers who have given attention over the work of 

coming up with and dominant the method of chemical reactors. The reactor analysis 

methodology is to be wont to measure and analyze multi-phase and chemical process 

reactors to counsel to the plant and process engineers, the simplest reactor kind and 

operative conditions. [1] has given a outline of the multi-phase and chemical change 

reactors: classifications, theory and style models, numerical ways, and resolution 

algorithms. [2] has given stability of a category of exothermic chain reactions each 

from agent and dilution rates. Furthermore the influence of diffusion is additionally 

thought-about. Analysis has been given supported up-scaling balance conditions for 

equilibrium concentrations. The optimum temperature management of a jacketed 

radical chemical process batch reactor by fuzzy management methodology with 

genetic rule (GA) has been thought-about in [3]. The manipulated variable was 

chosen because the heat given by the immersed heater. A key issue during this study 

was to come up with sets of fuzzy management membership operate and relation 

matrix victimisation GA, which may be simply enforced as associate degree 
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economical methodology for improvement issues. Strong static output feedback 

management was applied to an eternal stirred tank reactor with constant uncertainty 

and multiple steady states during which reaction takes place. The matter of strong 

controller style was born-again to an answer of linear matrix inequalities and a 

computationally easy non-iterative rule is given. The likelihood of victimisation 

strong static output feedback for stabilization of reactors with uncertainty associate 

degreed comparison of strong P and PI controllers with an optimum controller is 

given in [4]. The look of a nonlinear regulator for the management of a non equal 

continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) comes victimisation the technique of scheme 

transformation was given in [ 5]. [6] has given a algorithmic approach to permit for 

the synthesis and also the integrated style of processes considering at the same time 

economic science and controllability. the tactic is applied to the synthesis and style of 

a continuous-stirred-tank-reactor (CSTR) system. For the synthesis, all the look 

alternatives were coded into a structure that interprets into a mixed number nonlinear 

(MINLP/DAE) improvement drawback. A theme for detection and isolation of 

detector faults in chemical batch reactors was projected in [7]. The theme is 

predicated on a bank of 2 observers for residual generation that guarantees detector 

fault detection and isolation in presence of external disturbances and model 

uncertainties. exothermic method is very nonlinear and complicated method. great 

amount of warmth are discharged throughout the chemical change. As a results of the 

exothermic behavior, the reaction could become unstable and consequently poses 

safety concern to the plant if the reactor temperature exceeds the cooling capability. In 

[8], genetic rule (GA) primarily based management mechanism for the reaction 

temperature moreover on balance the assembly wants with the protection specification 

was given. [9] has shown simulations of the exothermic semi-batch setup. The task 

was to suit setup dimensions to a particular method in such approach, in order that the 

method might run most effectively. Associate degree objective operate that 

additionally enclosed the reactor mathematical model was outlined. The target operate 

was then changed to seek out even higher results and necessary limitations and 

additionally penalizations were wont to improve the looking dimensions. Associate 

degree organic process approach described by the Self-Organizing Migrating rule 

(SOMA) was wont to minimize the outlined operate. Automatic improvement will be 

applied for contemporary style of heating installations for numerous technological 

applications. [10] had applied this to outline the specified temperature profile over the 

peak of setup. Choosing the simplest form of reactor for any explicit chemical change, 

taking into thought safety, hazard analysis, scale-up, and lots of different factors is 

crucial to any industrial drawback. Associate degree understanding of chemical 

change mechanics and also the style of chemical reactors is essential to the success of 

the chemist and also the chemical engineer in such an attempt [11]. The foremost 

crucial section in chemical processes primarily based industries is continuous stirred 

tank reactors (CSTR). CSTR is that the example of non-linear renascent systems. 
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Temperature is that the necessary parameter that is needed to be controlled in 

exothermic CSTRs. [12] given 2 controllers (viz., Proportional–Integral–Derivative 

(PID), mathematical logic Controller (FLC)) designed to regulate the temperature of 

the CSTR. A dynamic model of the thermo activity within the flow reactor has been 

thought-about in [13]. Study over associate degree influence of the random 

disturbances on the stationary regime was additionally given. it absolutely was shown 

however detailed technique will be used for the probabilistic analysis of the 

generation of mixed-mode random oscillations within the flow setup. Chemical 

reactors area unit the middle of all the activity industries, since they permit the 

transformation of the raw materials to product with high intercalary worth. This 

instrumentation defines the total method, since the preparation method of raw 

materials depends on the reaction conditions moreover because the effluents of the 

reactor confirm the separation strategy and also the problem to induce the required 

product with the adequate purity [14]. 

 

3. DESCRIPTION OF A REACTOR 

Chemical reactors unit vessels are designed to contain chemical reactions. it's the 

location of conversion of raw materials into product and is additionally referred to as 

the center of a chemical action. The planning of a setup wherever bulk medication 

would be synthesized on a billboard scale would depend upon multiple aspects of 

chemical engineering. Since it's a really very important step within the overall style of 

a method, designers make sure that the reaction takings with the best potency towards 

the required output, manufacturing the best yield of product within the most value 

effective approach. Reactors area unit designed supported options like mode of 

operation or kinds of phases gift or the pure mathematics of reactors. Loosely they're 

outlined as: Batch or Continuous relying upon the mode of operation or homogeneous 

or Heterogeneous relying upon the amount of phases gift. 

 

 3.1  Batch Process and Batch Reactor model 

A method during which all the reactants are additional along at the start of the method 

and merchandise are removed at the termination of the reaction is termed a batch 

process. During this method, all the reagents are additional at the commencement and 

no addition or withdrawal is formed whereas the reaction is progressing (Fig. 1). 

Batch processes ar appropriate for little production and for processes wherever a 

spread of various merchandise or grades is to be created within the same 

instrumentality as an example, pigments, dye stuff and polymers. Batch reactors are 

employed in batch processes. Batch processes ar suited to tiny production rates, to 

long reaction times, or to reactions, wherever they'll have superior property, as in 

some polymerizations. They conducted in tanks with stirring of the contents by 
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internal impellers, gas bubbles or pump around. management of temperature is 

completed with the assistance of jackets, reflux condensers or pump around through 

associate money changer. Batch methodes ar presently employed in the chemical and 

food process industries. Their automation and improvement cause tough problems in 

the main as a result of it's necessary to work at the same time with continuos (algebric 

or differential equations) and separate (state machines) models. 

 

 

Figure 1: Batch reactor with single external cooling jacket 

 

3.2    Design procedure and reactor design  

An industrial apparatus could be an advanced device within which heat transfer, mass 

transfer, diffusion and friction should be thought-about and it should be safe and 

governable. In giant vessels, downside of blending of reactants, flows distribution, 

continuance distribution and economical utilization of the surface of porous catalysts 

additionally arise.  A winning business unit is associate economic balance of these 

factors. A general procedure for reactor style is given below:  

1. The kinetic and physical science knowledge on the specified reaction is ab 

initio collected. Values are going to be required for the speed of reaction over 

a spread of operational conditions, for instance, pressure, temperature, rate and 

catalyst concentration.This knowledge could also be unremarkably obtained 

from either laboratory or pilot plant studies.  

2. Knowledge on physical properties is needed for the look of the reactor.This 

might be either calculable or collected from literature or obtained by taking 

laboratory measurements.  

3. The speed dominant mechanism that features a predominant role is then 

known, for instance, kinetic, mass or heat transfer.  

4. An  acceptable reactor sort is then chosen, supported expertise with similar 

studies or from the   laboratory and pilot plant work. 

5. Choice of best reaction conditions is ab initio created so as to get the specified 
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yield.  

6. The dimensions of the reactor is determined and its performance calculable. 

Since actual analytical solutions of the look relationship square measure 

seldom doable, semi empirical strategies supported the analysis of perfect 

reactors square measure used.  

7. Materials for the development of the reactor is/are chosen.  

8. A preliminary mechanical style for the reactor together with the vessel style, 

heat transfer surfaces etc., is made.  

9. The look is optimized and valid.  

10. Associate approximate price of the planned and valid style is then calculated.  

 

In selecting the reactor conditions, and optimizing the look, the interaction of the 

reactor style with the opposite method operations should not be unnoticed. The 

degree of conversion of raw materials within the reactor can confirm the 

dimensions and also the price of any instrumentation required to separate and 

recycle unreacted materials. In these circumstances, the reactor and associated 

instrumentation should be optimized as a unit. 

 

4. REACTOR DESIGNING – MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

Chemical reactors ar vessels designed to contain chemical reactions. The planning of 

an apparatus deals with multiple aspects of chemical engineering as well as 

mathematical modeling. A model of a reaction method may be a set of knowledge and 

equations that are believed to represent the performance of a selected vessel 

configuration (mixed, plug flow, laminar, dispersed, etc.). Chemical engineers style 

reactors to maximise cyber web gift worth for the given reaction. Designers make sure 

that the reaction return with the very best potency towards the specified output 

product, manufacturing the very best yield of product. The equations utilized in 

mathematical modeling embrace the ratio relations, rate equations, heat and material 

balances and auxiliary relations like those of mass transfer, pressure variation, 

duration distribution, etc. the information not solely describe physical and natural 

philosophy properties however conjointly the economic factors. Correlations of 

warmth and mass–transfer rates ar fairly well developed and might be incorporated in 

models of a reaction method; however the chemical rate information should be 

determined one by one. Since equipments ar currently wide offered to get such 

information, AN initial searching work will be dole out. Once basic information is 

obtained, the goal is to develop a mathematical model of the method, which can be 

any utilised to explore prospects like product property, start-up and clean up behavior, 

vessel configuration, temperature, pressure and conversion profiles, etc. Any 

mathematical model has 2 elements, the symbols that within which it's expressed and 
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therefore their relationship to the quantities within the world and the equations that 

link the symbols and thru which the values of bound variables ar computed. These 2 

parts ordinarily co-evolve, however they're usually separated for the sake of 

presentation into the parameter and variable definitions and their equations. 

 

Principle: First a mechanism is assumed so a model is intended consequently, for 

instance, whether or not the reaction is steady or unsteady, utterly mixed, or plug flow 

or stratified or with dispersion or with bypass or recycle or dead house, etc. Then, for 

a differential part of house and/or time, the weather of conservation area unit 

developed and place along.  

                            

Inputs + Sources = Outputs + Sinks + Accumulations 

 

Any transport properties area unit introduced through notable correlations in 

conjunction with the parameters of mere rate equations. The model are often wont to 

notice the performance underneath varied conditions, or its parameters are often 

evaluated from experimental knowledge. This work uses a mathematical model of a 

reactor shown in Figure. 2. From constructional point of view, the acts concerning the 

vessel with double aspect for cooling medium and is any equipped with stirrer for 

combining reactionary mixtures. 
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Figure 2: Batch reactor 

Reactor disposes by two physical inputs. First input denoted ”Input Chemical FK” is 

chemical dosing into reaction with mass flow rate �̇�𝐹𝐾 , temperature TFK and specific 

heat cFK. Second input denoted “Input cooling medium” is water drain into the reactor 

double side with mass flow rate �̇�𝑉, temperature TV and specific heat cV. This coolant 

further traverses along the jacket through space of reaction and it’s total weight in this 

space is mVR . Coolant after it gets off the exit reaction denoted “output cooling 

medium” about mass flow rate �̇�𝐹𝐾 , temperature TV and specific heat cV. At the 

beginning of the process, there is an initial batch inside the reactor with parameter 

mass mP. Then the reactionary mixture has total mass m, temperature T, specific heat, 

cR and stirs till the time chemicals FK described by parameter concentration aFK. 

 

4.1  Non-linear model of reactor 

Description of the reactor applies a system of 4 balance equations (1). the primary one 

expresses a mass balance of reaction mixture within the reactor, the second a mass 

balance of the chemical FK, and also the last 2 formulate enthalpic balances, 

specifically balances of reaction mixture and cooling medium. Equation (1), wherever 

for simplified notation, basic equations (2) is employed to represent the term “k”. 
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After modification into the standard form, the balance equations are obtained in the 

form (3). 

 

The design of the reactor was supported commonplace chemical-technological ways 

and provides a proposal of reactor physical dimensions and parameters of chemical 

substances. These values area unit named as knowledgeable parameters during this 

participation. The target of this a part of the work is to perform a simulation and 

improvement of the given reactor. 

 

5.   OPTIMIZATION OF PROCESS PARAMETERS AND THE REACTOR 

GEOMETRY 

We illustrate the planning approach of the batch reaction system shown in Figure. 1. 

the most aim during this work is finding the improvement of method parameters and 

therefore the reactor geometry. Here, it's the improvement of batch worth �̇�𝐹𝐾  beside 

method parameters of the cooling medium and conjointly as well as the reactor 

geometry and cooling space. 

 

5.1 Mathematical Modeling 

In this optimization, optimized parameters were linked with one another, so that heat 

transfer surface, volume, and also mass mixtures of reaction were mutually in 

relation. Heat transfer surface S have a relation: 

 

𝑆 =  2𝜋𝑟ℎ + 𝜋𝑟2                                                                                                                                                        (4) 

where r is radius and h is height of the space reactor (Fig. 2). 
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Volume of reactor vessel is given by the relation: 

 

𝑉 =  𝜋𝑟2ℎ                                                                                                                (5) 

 

Total mass of mixtures in the reaction is initial batch inside the reactor with parameter 

mass, mP, a mass input chemical FK, mFK , that: 

 

    𝑚 =  𝑚 𝑝 +  𝑚                                                                                                       (6) 

 

The stoichiometric ratio is given by               

                       

       𝑚𝑝 =  2,82236  𝑚 𝐹𝐾
                                                                                                                                     (7) 

 

Total volume of mixtures in the reaction is equal to sum of volume of initial mixtures 

in the reaction and volume of FK: 

 

𝑉 = 𝑉𝑝 + 𝑉𝐹𝐾  =  (𝑚𝑝/𝜌𝑝) +  (𝑚𝐹𝐾/𝜌𝐹𝐾)                                                                             (8) 

 

The relationship between the optimized volume of reactor and the mass of added 

chemical FK is given by (8). Then substituting in (7) gives the mass of the initial 

batch in the reactor. 

 

𝑚𝐹𝐾 =
𝜌𝑃𝜌𝐹𝐾𝑉

282236𝜌𝐹𝐾+𝜌𝑝
                                                                                                 (9) 

 

In this experiment, the optimization was also done for parameter thickness d of vessel, 

which have the relation: 

 

 𝑚𝑉𝑅 = 𝜌𝑉𝑆𝑑                                                                                                             (10) 

 

The objective of improvement was to attenuate the realm arising as a distinction 

between the specified and therefore the real temperature profile of the reaction 
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mixture in an exceedingly hand-picked interval, that was the period of a batch cycle. 

the specified temperature was 97°C (370.15 K). the value operate (CF) that was 

decreased as given in (11): 

𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  ∑ |𝑤 − 𝑇[𝑡]|𝑡
𝑡=0                                                                                            (11) 

 

6.    EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING 

Evolutionary computation may be a subfield of AI (more notably machine 

intelligence) that involves combinatorial improvement issues. biological process 

computation uses repetitive progress, like growth or development in an exceedingly 

population. This population is then hand-picked in an exceedingly controlled random 

search victimization data processing to attain the required finish. Such processes are 

usually galvanized by biological mechanisms of evolution.Evolution may be a 

ballroom dance population based mostly method of random variation and choice. In 

Associate in nursing algorithmic rule, this may be captured by making a group of 

potential solutions to a retardant and victimization random numbers from a selected 

distribution to get new solutions. a variety criterion is obligatory to work out that 

resolution ought to be unbroken and that ought to be discarded. this can be a terribly 

general generate and take a look at routine, but the effectiveness of the procedure 

depends in giant half on the alternatives of parameters and operators like the quantity 

of ‘parent’ solutions, the population size, the kind and sort of random variation then 

forth. The method starts with a population of candidate solutions to the task at hand. 

These is also sampled at random or provided as hints from previous expertise or 

different algorithms. New solutions ar created by applying random variation to the 

prevailing solutions. This variation will are available in the shape of single parent or 

multi-parent operators. Various decisions provide totally different sampling 

distributions from the house of all potential solutions. every of the people within the 

population ar afraid with regard to however well they accomplished the task at hand 

(‘fitness’) and choice is employed to eliminate same set of the population or to 

amplify the share of higher than average resolution. The algorithmic rule terminates 

once some unessential criterion has been glad, like prescribed most variety of 

generations or an acceptable error tolerance. The procedure is also written because the 

distinction equation (12). 

X (t + 1) = S (V(X [t] ) )                                                                                         (12) 

 

where X[t] is that the population at time t underneath a illustration X, V could be a 

random variation operator and S is that the choice operator. There square measure a 

range of doable illustration, variation operators and choice strategies. The 

effectiveness of an biological process algorithmic program depends on the interaction 
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between the operators S and V as applied to a selected illustration X and initialisation 

X[0]. This dependence provides freedom to the human operator to tailor the biological 

process approach for the actual downside of interest. strategies of biological process 

computation like biological process programming, evolution ways and genetic 

algorithms square measure usually wont to address general types of the problem: 

realize x є Rn such f(x): Rn → R is reduced. every of those techniques maintain a 

population of a candidate solutions to the task at hand, impose random variations on 

these solutions and applies a variety criterion to work out that solutions ought to 

propagate into future generations. The distinction between the strategies comes from 

the philosophical foundation of however every simulates evolution. Genetic 

algorithms abstract evolution as a method of adaptive biological science, historically 

in operation on binary coding of the parameters to be optimized, and victimization 

genetic operators supported determined genetic mechanism. Evolution ways and 

evolution programming, abstract evolution as a method of adaptive behaviors, action 

fastidiously made mutation operations so oldsters generate offspring with appropriate 

practicality, despite any explicit characteristic of their underlying cryptography 

structure. The advantage with biological process programming and evolution ways 

over genetic algorithmic program is these algorithmic programs directly operate the 

important values to be optimized in distinction with genetic algorithm that typically 

operate a one by one coded remodel of the target variables. 

 

6.1 Mutation and Distributions 

In the evolutionary programming process mutation play the first role within the 

creation of off springs. the standard of mutation mechanism can decide genetic 

inheritance similarly as diversity occurring within the generated offspring.It is 

obvious that providing the balance between genetic inheritance and outlined diversity 

can decide the standard of exploration. Mathematically, some mean centrical 

distribution is taken because the approach for outlining mutation. as an example, 

normal distribution (with mean zero and variance 1) is that the ancient selection for 

the mutation mechanism. In this, an oversized variation has low likelihood and stops 

exploration of resolution in quicker manner. to beat this issue, one will take into 

account Cauchy distribution as associate best selection, since it's mean centrical and at 

a similar time with a extended tail. 

 

Cauchy or Gaussian distribution 

The one dimensional Cauchy density function centered at origin is defined by (13).    

𝑓𝑡(𝑥) =
1

𝜋

𝑡

𝑡2+𝑥2                                                                                                      (13) 
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 x   where 0t  is a scalar parameter. 

 

The corresponding distribution function is defined by (14). 

 

𝐹1(𝑥) =
1

2
+

1

𝜋
(𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (

𝑥

𝑡
))                                                                                   (14) 

 

The shape of 𝑓𝑡(𝑥) resembles that of the Gaussian density function but approaches the 

axis so slowly that an expectation does not exist. As a result, the variance of  Cauchy 

distribution is infinite. The  comparison of Cauchy and  Gaussian density function is  

shown in Fig.3. 

 

Figure 3: Cauchy and gaussian density function 

 

We have applied three different set of algorithm to solve the synthesis problem of 

reactor: (1) evolutionary programming with gaussian mutation (EPGM), (2) 

evolutionary programming with cauchy mutation (EPCM), (3) evolutionary 

programming with winner hybrid mutation (EPHM)). Functional block diagram for 

all the three algorithms have been shown in Fig.4 to Fig.6. Algorithmic approach of 

evolutionary computation has been given below.. 
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                   Fig.4 EVGM                                     Fig. 5 EVCM 

 

 

Fig.6 EVHM 
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7.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Due to the fact that evolutionary programming has stochastic nature, a large set of 

simulations has to be done in order to get data for statistical data processing. All the 

algorithms have been applied 100 times in order to find the optimum of process 

parameters and the reactor geometry. All important data have been visualized directly 

or/and processed for graphs demonstrating performance of both algorithms. Estimated 

parameters and their diversity (minimum, maximum and average) are shown in Table 

1 and in Table 2. The cost function obtained by EVCM, EVGM and EVHM are 

shown in Fig.7 and other performance parameters obtained by EVGM are shown in 

Fig.8 to Fig.11. 

 

In system equations (3), constants and parameter values are considered as: 

 

   A = 219,588 s-1,               E = 29967, 5087 J.mol-1,            R = 8,314 J.J.mol-1.K-1,  

   cFK = 4400 J.kg. K-1,        cV = 4118 J.kg. K-1,                    cR= 4500 J.kg. K-1,  

   ΔHr = 1392350 J.kg-1,      K = 200 kg.s-3.K-1, 

 

The other important parameters considered for calculations are: 

• Geometric dimension of the reaction: r[m], h[m] 

• Density of chemicals: ρP = 1203 kg.m-3, ρFK = 1050 kg.m-3  

• Stoichiometric rate chemical: mP= 2,82236mFK 

 

Table 1: The best values of optimized parameters by EVGM, EVCM, EVHM 

Parameter EVGM EVCM EVHM 

𝑚𝐹𝐾̇ , [kg.s-1] 0.0054523 0.0420 0.005449 

r, [m] 0.32252 0.5445 0.3226 

h, [m] 0.50546 1.859 0.5069 

Tvp,  [K ] 315.704 295.1 315.869 

𝑚𝑉̇ , [kg.s-1] 7.93452 9.95 7.948 

d, [m] 0.0839 0.0571 0.0848 
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Table 2: Estimated parameters for EVGM. EVCM, EVHM 

Parameter EVGM 

[Min     Avg    Max] 

EVCM 

[Min     Avg     Max] 

EVHM 

[Min     Avg    Max] 

𝑚𝐹𝐾̇ , [kg.s-1] [0.019     0.154    0.470] [0.021     0.159    0.4870] [0.0049  0.0249  

0.076] 

r, [m] [0.313  1.734  3.21] [0.34  1.83  3.42] [0.311   0.583   2.068] 

h, [m] [0.492  1.830   3.52] [0.452  1.890   3.64] [0.502  1.593   3.424] 

Tvp, [K ] [290.22  315.5  324.552] [287.22  317.5  329.552] [294.11  307.276  

322.1] 

𝑚𝑉̇ , [kg.s-1] [2.189   9.317   10.9] [2.103   9.427   10.96] [4.0   8.391  9.99] 

d, [m] [0.028  0.042 0.0864] [0.023  0.045   0.0854] [0.03  0.0551   0.097] 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Comparative cost function 
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Figure 8: The best solution for m: mass mixture processes in reactor 

 

 

Figure 9: The best solution for process concentration (aFK) 
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Figure 10: The best solution for T 

 

 

Figure 11: The best solution for process cooling media: TV 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, a batch chemical reactor process parameters and geometry parameters 

have been obtained through the help of evolutionary programming. Two different 

mutation strategies: Gaussian and Cauchy distributions have been applied and were 

observed that if there is hybridization of both, better performance was obtained. 

Results through the proposed method have shown improved and time efficient 

synthesis of reactor as compared to solutions delivered by other experts. It is also 

possible further to extend the approach to design control system mechanism for 

reactors.  
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